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Abstract
This paper defines an approach to simulation of
natural systems, inspired by complex systems theory. A
complex natural system is modeled as a multi-agent
simulation system, agents representing living organisms,
physical entities or environmental processes. Agents and
their interactions can be aggregated to higher-level
group agents. The properties and behavior of these group
agents are determined by, or emerge from, the properties
and behavior of the individual agents composing the
group. Group agents discover macro-level natural laws
implied by the properties and behavior of individual
agents modeling micro-level natural entities. Such a
system can be implemented in a distributed programming
environment, exploiting emergence, hierarchy, and
concurrency to perform large-scale simulations.
1. Introduction
Complex systems are composed of interacting entities.
The interactions are in general heterogeneous and non-
linear, therefore global system properties and behavior,
though arising from individual properties and behavior of
the entities composing the system, cannot be derived in a
straightforward manner from these individual
characteristics. In sum, a complex system as a whole is
characterized by emergent properties and behavior
[1][2][3], which, in the face of analytical difficulties, can
often best be modeled by simulation of the system. So far,
the phenomenon of emergence has not been modeled in a
satisfactory way in simulations. This is a serious
shortcoming, as emergence should be regarded as a
central concept in complex systems theory. According to
Whitehead, it is even the explanatory purpose of
philosophy "to explain the emergence of the more abstract
things from the more concrete things" [4, p. 20]. The
present work develops a novel approach to emergence by
defining ways to derive macro-level properties and
behavior from micro-level properties and behavior and
thus discover natural laws describing behavior at the
macro-level implied by those holding at the micro-level.
In practice, we often have the inverse problem: data on
macro-level properties and behavior of a composite entity
are available, and we would like to discover micro-level
properties and behavior of the composing entities. Our
approach can easily be adapted to address this problem as
well. 
Multi-agent systems can model natural complex
systems of interacting entities in a straightforward way.
An agent's properties can provide an instantaneous
description of an entity, its autonomous behavior can
model an entity's actions, and its interaction and
communication capabilities can mimic interactions
between natural entities. Grouping of agents can be a basis
for modeling emergent properties and behavior. A group
agent can 'learn' its own behavior by looking at the results
of the collective behavior of its members and discovering
regularities in that behavior on a macro-scale. Thus, we
can use knowledge discovery and learning techniques to
define the group behavior. To make the use of a learning
technique concrete, we assume that an equation describing
the macro-level behavior of a group agent exists. An
evolutionary algorithm is then used to derive the macro-
level equation from the micro-level behavior of the
individual agents. Agents have some clear advantages
compared to traditional approaches for modeling complex
natural systems. As an example we consider a simulation
of a population of insects in a field of vegetation. An
agent modeling an insect of the population has flexible
behavior and dynamically determines its appropriate
equations or rules of behavior. An Insect agent can say: I
do not observe anything special, so move randomly until
something interesting happens; I smell an attractive odor,
so start moving upwind; I am close to the source of that
odor, so start looking around for visual cues. Agents have
a conceptual advantage in modeling systems of arbitrary
complexity. One can think of relatively simple agents and
the way they make up a more complex system. The
simulations reveal the behavior of the system as a whole,
so agents can learn and work out the appropriate macro-
law for the problem at hand. No ad hoc approximations
need to be used. Only variables of interest are taken into
account and a relationship between these is discovered. In
sum, a system of agents can discover natural laws. 
In the present work we propose a methodology for
modeling emergence in complex systems simulations and
illustrate the approach with a simplified concrete example
from ecosystems simulation.
2. Related work
Multi-agent approaches with group agents have been
used for simulation of natural systems for example in [5],
where agents collectively form group agents with group
membership determined from individual agents’
properties and behavior. However, emergent behavior of
group agents does not arise from the multi-agent
simulation. The present work proposes a way to let
emergent patterns be discovered by the simulation itself.
Learning approaches have been combined with multi-
agent systems in many studies, for example those
presented in [6]. The main purpose of that work is to
develop capacities of agents to attain a certain goal. In the
present work, individual agents are just doing what they
are modeled to do, and the group agents learn to perform
better by mimicking the behavior resulting from
individual agents’ behavior. 
Evolutionary algorithms have been applied to many
problems, as described for example in [7], [8], and [9].
Our use of them to model discovery of emergent patterns
in a multi-agent system is novel. 
Relationships between natural laws at micro- and
macro-levels have been discussed for example in [10].
Here we propose a practical way of modeling such
relationships in a simulation system.
The issue of links between micro- and macro-levels is
analyzed in the context of cognitive models and social
simulations in [11] and [12]. The present paper's scope is
in a sense more limited, focussing attention on very simple
agents without cognitive capabilities, but in another sense
broader, proposing a general methodology with potential
applications in numerous areas, including cognitive agents
and emergent social phenomena.
3. Agents for modeling complex systems
Characteristics of complex natural systems make them
particularly suitable for simulation using agent-based
approaches described for example in [11], [12], and [13]. 
First, in a natural system there are autonomous
organisms (plants, animals) with their own behavior:
growing, moving, feeding, responding to local stimuli, as
well as satisfying internal goals. The idea of autonomous
behavior can even be extended to other physical entities or
processes. Likewise, agents have autonomy, i.e. they
exhibit internal properties only modifiable by some action
of the agent itself, and they have their own behavior
without being under the control of other program
constructs such as a master program. Unlike an object,
doing only something when a different object calls one of
its methods, an agent, when created, starts doing
something on its own. In sum, we can have a coherent
world view by considering that ‘everything is an agent’.
Second, plants and animals interact with each other and
with physical processes in their environment. Agents can
simulate this by their communication capabilities.
Third, natural entities are hierarchically structured.
Micro-level entities act together to constitute macro-level
entities with properties and behavior derived from, but
relatively independent from, these micro-level entities’
properties and behavior. Agents can form groups, which
can model the macro-level entities. Properties and
behavior of group agents are emergent properties and
behavior, derived from properties and behavior of their
members. Once group agents are thus defined by their
properties and behavior, they can interact with each other
and be part of a multi-agent simulation.
A fundamental problem is the emergence problem:
how can we derive properties and behavior on the group
level, or macro-level, from those at the individual level, or
micro-level? We could just look at the results of the
simulations and say that these are produced by all the
individual actions and thus emerge from these, but we
would like to have a systematic method for deriving
macro-properties and -behavior, in order to define these
on the level of the group agent. The group agent has to
have a way of deriving its properties from the individual
properties of its members. These macro-properties can be
derived using some aggregation mechanism, for example
group mass would just be a sum of individual masses,
group density an average of individual densities, etc. In
addition, since the group agent does not have pre-
established rules of behavior, these rules must be learned.
Group behavior could be described by a method of the
group agent implementing a function relating some group
level properties to other group level properties,
environmental influences, etc. This function is unknown,
or possibly known apart from some parameters, and the
group agent should employ knowledge discovery and
learning techniques to derive the whole function or its
parameters. In the following section, we look at
evolutionary algorithms for this purpose. 
4. Evolutionary algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms can find an approximately
optimal solution to a problem by randomly generating,
mutating and combining solutions, more or less like
natural evolution finds optimal fitness for organisms. We
use evolutionary algorithms to find the macro-level
behavior of a composite agent optimally reflecting the
resultant behavior generated by the micro-level behavior
of its components. As many researchers have worked on
evolutionary algorithms, different approaches have been
developed and some widely known ones are evolution
strategies, genetic algorithms and genetic programming.
4.1. Evolution strategies
A simple version of an evolutionary algorithm for
optimizing a function is known as an evolution strategy.
The algorithm searches for a combination of arguments of
the function optimizing the function value [8]. In analogy
to real evolution, it starts from a (supposedly non-optimal)
solution, randomly mutates that solution and selects the
best solution from the old and the mutated one to continue
with. For concreteness, consider minimization of a real
valued function F  of n  real variables:
F :ℜn⇒ℜ
The following algorithm finds the point in ℜn where
the function value is a minimum.
The probability distribution of zg can be adapted
during the search in such a way that search results lead to
more effective search. As an example, suppose the
components zi  i=1. . . n of zg are normally
distributed with distribution function
w  zi =
1
2π σ i
exp−
 zi−µi 
2
2 σ i
2

where:
µi  is the expected value of zi ;
σ i
2  is the variance of zi . 
Now convergence of the algorithm can be improved by
adapting the variance or the expected value of zi at each
search step, for example as described in [8] and [9].
Suppose the expected value vector is µg at step g and
we have obtained a new, better, search value x g1 by
taking a step zg . Now make
µg1=µg γ zg−µg 
where γ is some constant with 0≤ γ≤1 . Intuitively,
we shift the greatest likelihood of further mutations
somewhat in the direction of successful new values. How
much importance we attribute to a new success, is
determined by the value of γ .
An evolutionary algorithm can be applied to the
optimization of a dynamical system such as a control
system by making the following interpretations [9]. We
assume the system behavior to be determined by a vector
of parameters p∈ℜn . Each particular combination
pg of parameters gives rise to a time evolution
ut  pg   t=1,. . . , tmax  of some measured output
variable u of the system. Assuming an optimal system
evolution is given by U t  t=1, . . . , tmax  , we can
define for each parameter combination p the system
evolution's deviation from the optimal evolution by a
function such as 
E  p=∑
t=0
tmax
U t−ut  pg 
2
Equating E with our previous function F and p
with point x , an evolutionary algorithm can find a
parameter combination optimizing the behavior of the
system.
Further assuming the system to be optimized is a
simulation system, the measured variable is an output
variable of the simulation, and optimal behavior of the
simulation is a time evolution of the output as close as
possible to real data, the same algorithm can be used to
optimize a simulation model with a number of unknown
parameters. For the purpose of this section, we make yet a
further interpretation of the system to be optimized as a
macro-level equation describing the dependence of an
output variable on a number of input variables, and
optimal behavior of the macro-level equation as a time
evolution of its output variable as close as possible to the
evolution of the same variable as computed by the multi-
agent simulation. The goal is thus to find a macro-level
equation that can be substituted for the complete multi-
agent simulation. Discovering such equations is useful for
1 Initialization
Set g=0 . Define a point ngx ∈ℜ
!
, where g  is
the generation or step number.
2 Mutation
Construct x g , new=x gzg , where zg∈ℜ
n  is
a vector of random variables with the role of
mutation.
3 Selection
Decide x g1=x g , new  if F  x g , new ≤F  x  ;
          x g1=x g otherwise.
Increase g  to g1  and go to step 2 as long as 
the optimum has not been reached (within some
accuracy).
better understanding the multi-agent simulation on a
macro-level. As multi-agent simulations tend to require
extensive computation, we would also have a system able
to improve its own performance while learning its own
macro-behavior, substituting more and more macro-level
laws for the equivalent micro-level behavior. Large-scale
simulations of realistic problems thus become possible.
4.2. Genetic algorithms and programming
A genetic algorithm transforms a population of
individual objects, each with an associated value of
fitness, into a new generation of the population, using the
principle of survival and reproduction of the fittest and
analogs of naturally occurring genetic operations such as
crossover (sexual recombination) and mutation [7]. In its
basic form a genetic algorithm consists of three steps [7,
p. 21-22].
1 Initialization
Randomly create an initial population of individuals
(e.g. fixed-length character strings).
2 Generation
Iteratively perform the following sub-steps on the
population until the termination criterion has been
satisfied:
(a) Assign a fitness value to each individual in the
population using the fitness measure for the
problem.
(b) Select one or two individuals from the population
with a probability based on fitness to participate in
the genetic operations in (c).
(c) Create individuals for the new population by
applying the following genetic operations with
specified probabilities:
i. Reproduction: Copy the selected individual to
the new population.
ii. Crossover: Create new offspring individuals for
the new population by recombining sub-strings
from two selected individuals at a randomly
chosen crossover point.
iii. Mutation: Create one new offspring individual
for the new population by randomly mutating
randomly chosen positions of one selected
individual.
3 Result Designation
Designate an individual (e.g. the best-so-far individual)
as the result of the genetic algorithm.
Genetic programming is an extension of genetic
algorithms in which the genetic population contains
computer programs to solve problems [7]. A genetic
programming algorithm has the same steps as a genetic
algorithm. It starts with an initial population of computer
programs composed of functions and terminals
appropriate to the problem. The functions are frequently
merely standard arithmetic functions and standard logical
functions. The terminals typically include the external
inputs to the program (and may also include constants and
zero-argument functions). In the symbolic regression
problem a function is sought that best approximates given
data. The functions in the genetic programming
population can be represented as trees of arithmetic
operators and terminals, as in Figure 1.
In the genetic programming algorithm’s Initialization
step a number of such trees is constructed at random. In
the Generation step operators of reproduction, crossover,
and mutation are applied. Reproduction operates on one
individual computer program (or function) selected with a
probability based on fitness and makes a copy of the
program for inclusion in the next generation of the
population.   The   crossover   operation  operates  on  two
Figure 1. Tree representation of functions and
crossover [14]. Before crossover, the first function
was F(x, y) = (x * y) + (if y <= x then 3.2 else 0.4) 
and the second function G(x, y) = 6.2 * (x + (y - x)). 
Crossover has produced the new function 
H(x, y) = (x + (y - x)) + (if y <= x then 3.2 else 0.4).
parental computer programs selected with a probability
based on fitness and creates one or two new offspring
programs consisting of parts of each parent. In the tree
representation crossover consists of randomly selecting
and exchanging sub-trees of both parents, as illustrated by
Figure 1. The offspring programs are inserted into the new
population at the next generation. The mutation operation
operates on one parental computer program selected with
a probability based on fitness and creates one new
offspring program to be inserted into the new population
at the next generation. In the mutation operation a point is
randomly chosen in the parental program. The sub-tree
rooted at the chosen mutation point is deleted from the
program, and a new sub-tree is randomly grown.
5. Example: insect behavior in a canopy
An application area of the above ideas is a population
of insects interacting with plants. Modeling of the
behavior of insect populations and individual insects is
important to be able to predict herbivory, oviposition and
other factors determining damage caused by insects to
vegetation.
Insects move in the atmosphere according to
behavioral principles such as anemotaxis, counterturning,
chemotaxis, etc., as described e.g. in [15]. Processes and
forces governing their movement include visual stimuli,
olfactory stimuli, as well as self-steering behavior.
Consequently, there is not one simple equation governing
the insect's motion, and an insect should be modeled as an
agent with the capability to adapt to different
circumstances. All insects together compose a population
or, to adopt a term better conveying the idea of a macro-
level entity or agent, a swarm - the word is used here in a
more general sense than the usual sense of a swarm of
locusts, for example. The swarm has properties such as the
insect population density distribution. Behavior of the
swarm we are interested in might include a function
relating insect arrivals on surfaces (plant leaves, soil) to
concentration of an odor source, as well as wind velocity
and direction. 
This is an example of macro-level behavior we would
like to derive from the micro-level behavior of individual
insects.
Figure 2 shows a way a swarm can be modeled as a
Swarm group agent composed of individual Insect agents,
and a canopy as a Canopy group agent composed of
individual Leaf agents. In this example, the Leaf and
Canopy agents are passive agents with the role of
receiving numbers of insects. Therefore, we are mainly
interested in their properties influencing the way insects
arrive. A Leaf agent has properties like position, size, and
inclination. Canopy agent properties such as leaf area
index are derived from Leaf agent properties by
aggregation. Insect agents have individual properties like
size, mass, odor sensitivity, oviposition readiness, etc.
Macro-level properties of a Swarm agent depend on the
properties of all individual Insect agents. Macro-level
behavior is a result of individual insect behavior such as
movement, oviposition, etc. This leads to evolution of the
population density distribution of insects. Interaction of
Insect agents with Leaf agents on the micro-level (arrival
of an insect on a leaf) leads to interaction of the Swarm
                      
Figure 2. A Swarm agent composed of Insect agents and a Canopy agent composed of Leaf agents.
Each agent is characterized by name, properties and behavior.
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agent with the Canopy agent (arrival of a number of
insects on an area of canopy).
In practical situations one will only be interested in
relationships between certain selected macro-properties.
For example, when considering a field of plants, we would
like to know the relationship between, on the one hand, a
certain odor concentration of pheromone in a trap at a
certain position and, on the other hand, numbers of insects
trapped. A typical application involves computer
modeling of insects moving under the influence of an odor
plume. A simple computer model for illustration purposes
involves following insect trajectories. Simulation results
include inputs such as odor concentration at the source
and wind speed, as well as outputs such as insect density
or number of insects arrived at a certain location.
To be more concrete, suppose that we are interested in
determining the function F describing arrived numbers
of insects as determined by input variables, as follows:
I=F  p ;C ,W , L  (1)
where:
p!  is a vector of unknown parameters;
I  is the number of arrived insects;
C  is the odor concentration at the source; 
L  is the leaf area index. 
The input variables determine the behavior of each insect.
Those input variables that are properties of another agent,
such as the canopy properties, can be thought of as
messages sent by that agent (the Canopy agent) to the
Insect agents or to the Swarm agent.
Some effects determining Insect agent behavior are: 
• an insect has an initial location and velocity
determined at random;
• insects make counterturning (zigzagging) movements
in a random fashion in the absence of odor or visual
cues;
• when smelling an attracting odor, insects adapt the
counterturning angle and frequency is such a way that
they tend to move upwind;
• insects decrease their speed with increasing odor
concentration, so they slow down and eventually stop
when approaching the odor source;
• insect arrival is determined by the interaction of
insects with the odor plume.
Modeling each insect as an Insect agent with a
behavior incorporating all these effects enables us to
simulate the swarm as a multi-agent system. The Swarm
agent's behavior incorporates macro-level equation (1),
which is not yet determined, as well as an evolutionary
algorithm by which the macro-level equation is
determined after a number of runs.
5.1. Solution with an evolution strategy
If equation (1) is known apart from some unknown
parameters, an evolution strategy can find these unknown
parameters as follows. First, define a set D of input data
values over which we want to optimize the macro-level
equation. Now define an error function measuring the
deviation of the output of equation (1) from the multi-
agent output as 
E  p=∑
d∈ D
 I d−J d  pg 
2
where I is the number of arrived insects as computed by
the multi-agent simulation and J is that number as
computed by the macro-equation.
Substituting p for x and E for F in the
evolution strategy of section 4.1, that algorithm will find
the optimal parameter combination minimizing the
deviation of equation (1) from the multi-agent simulation
results. The Swarm agent can now calculate its own
behavior by evaluating the macro-level equation. Thus, in
the above example of our multi-agent approach, a group
agent representing the population of insects automatically
derives the relationship between input and output
quantities. This is realized as follows:
• a macro-level equation describing the relationship
between input and output variables is formulated: we
assume the general form of this equation is known (for
example from theoretical considerations), but some
parameters are unknown;
• using a Monte Carlo-like approach, a number of
combinations of input variables are selected at
random, to be used as inputs for both the multi-agent
simulation at the micro-level and the macro-level
equation - as opposed to observational or experimental
data, we have the advantage that input variables can
easily be drawn from the complete space of all
possibilities;
• an initial guess is made for the unknown parameters of
the macro-level equation;
• the output variables are computed for each selection of
input variables, both by running the multi-agent
simulation and as a result of the macro-level equation;
we take the results of the multi-agent simulation as the
'real result'; comparing the outcome of the macro-level
equation with this target, the deviation is computed;
• the evolutionary algorithm now selects a new
combination of parameters for the macro-level
equation and repeats the process; after a number of
runs, an optimal parameter combination will be found
and the macro-equation will yield (about) the same
results as the full multi-agent simulation.
5.2. Solution with genetic programming
If we assume that the macro-level equation is
completely unknown, we can use a genetic programming
algorithm to perform a symbolic regression in order to
find the equation. In our simulation of insects attracted by
an odor source,  the plots in  Figure 3 show random initial 
Figure 3. A simulation of insects interacting
with an odor plume.
positions and trajectories of a number of insects behaving
as described already. A pheromone plume comes from the
left hand bottom corner of the plot. It is assumed that
concentration diminishes with distance from the source.
The first plot shows the odor plume and random initial
positions of the insects. Darker color of the plume
indicates higher concentration. Odor concentration is
assumed to be inversely proportional to square distance
from the source. The second plot shows insects'
trajectories during the first 50 time steps of a simulation.
Insects start moving with random counterturns in the
absence of odor. Once they get to a position where they
smell odor, they adapt the frequency and angle of
counterturning in such a way that they tend to move in an
upwind direction. Odor being propelled by the wind, that
is also the direction of the odor source. After 500 time
steps, many insects have found the odor plume and moved
in the direction of the source, and a number of them have
arrived in the neighborhood of the source. Insects
decrease their speed with increasing odor concentration
and thus tend to stop movement in the neighborhood of
the source. It is assumed they will then orient themselves
visually to arrive at the source itself, but that is not
modeled in the present simulation.
Running a number of simulations with different odor
concentrations at the source, a genetic programming
algorithm finds a relationship between source odor
concentration and number of insects arrived within a small
distance from the source after some number of time steps,
as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Emerged behavior from insect
simulations.
6. Conclusions and future work
Multi-agent systems with discovery capabilities offer a
promising approach to simulation of complex natural
systems with emergent properties and behavior. Agents
naturally model real entities in such a system and the way
they interact. Using an evolutionary algorithm, group
agents can work out emergent macro-level behavior from
the micro-level behavior of the individual agents. The
approach is not limited to evolutionary algorithms,
however. Other algorithms from the machine learning,
knowledge discovery, and data mining literature (see for
example [16]) could be used.
From a practical simulation point of view, group level
behavior can approximate results of a full multi-agent
simulation and thus dramatically improve performance. In
an analogy with data compression, this could be regarded
as a form of ‘processing compression’, enabling
simulation of natural systems on a large and realistic
scale. Implementing agents as concurrent autonomous
processes in a distributed problem-solving environment
could further enhance performance. Communication could
take place between different platforms with software
communication facilities, for example based on CORBA
[17]. The organization of individual agents in group
agents would help in reducing the number of messages
exchanged between different systems, thus alleviating the
potential bottleneck of messages, which would occur if all
agents had to communicate with all other agents across
system boundaries.
The ideas formulated in this paper are meant to be the
basis of a long-term research program. Future work
foreseen at present includes: 
• further developing algorithms to construct higher-level
emergent agents from interacting individual agents in
more complex and realistic simulations; 
• developing algorithms for the inverse problem:
inferring micro-level behavior of individual agents
from observed macro-level behavior; 
• developing algorithms for interactions of agents with
other agents and their environment; 
• modeling interactions between agents and their
environment as messages in an object-oriented
distributed programming environment; 
• analyzing the relationship between hierarchical
structuring of agents and volume of message passing
in some experimental systems for modeling agents in
their environment; 
• analyzing how hierarchical structuring of agents and
distributed processing can be used to improve
visualization of multi-agent simulations; 
• building a prototype simulation and visualization
system using multi-agent systems and environmental
interaction, based on the results of the foregoing.
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